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Date a live rio reincarnation guide
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CV: Kanami Satu holding the post of private, she is described as having brown eyes and hair, with hair tied in braids. She is an enemy man and has the tendency to become attracted by girls. It displays the psychological forecast in its defense of fraxinus that seems to be a skill known as Kotori, to the point of being disdained from a physical attack on
fraxinus because of its presence. Miku Izayoi The main character of this game. Mikie Okamine the side character of this game. Kaguya Yamai The main character of this game. However, she hides a tremendous force that can not be imagined from a figure of a young woman. Ã ¢ â € ‡ å "I thought about the river. A gentle girl who cares for shido
diligently. Game: Date Live: River-ReincarnationPerphere: ~ The guide of the trophane a live: River-reincarnation. I can not let this happen. - 4th Day [Memory 023 024] â € â € Save 35 1. The spirit gourge that has enough power to cause a tornado, simply moving, half of Yamai. On June 20, 2017, a Dengeki Playstation question revealed that all three
dates previously launched in live games will be compiled as a live date: Reincarnation HD River, and will be ported for PS4 . In the middle of him, he appeared before Shido, a young woman whose appearance resembles the â € ¢ Rio. CV: Iori Nomizu Identification Name, "Hermit". She also has a verse as she is the commander of . I can not let this
happen. - 4th day 2. The spirit that has the power to fascinate the adversary just listening to music. CV: Nobunaga Shimazaki (during Digest only) The student of the second year serving Raizen High School. Tokisaki The main character of this game. One Girl appearing in front of Shido in . New Gameplay Element The Date A Live Sést That has been
released in PlayStationâ®3 becomes one! The Rinne Utopia and Arusu installation that were originally released in PlayStationâ®3 will be launched as a single PlayStationâ®Vita software. He is a common student at school and a common brother at home. Game system when the game continues advance, the map image will appear. She lives next to
Itsuka and Shido and Kotori residence, her existence is like another family. His dedication to Origami is shown by the fact that she was willing to renounce from AST when she thought origami would have a high discipline. This game features a new original story along with a new original game of the game called Rio (â € œ â · ™ ·), which is dubbed by
'Ayane Sakura. In this closed world, the action should Shido take to recover everyday life is just an â € ¢ â € ¢, dating and make them fall in love? ~ Â € ‡ ‡ â € | Sorry, I can not really put it in words. The dislike the order from above. The girl who looks like Maria who suddenly appeared before Shido in the virtual world. "What if you really have a fall
for me? At some point, it can be trustworthy and take command of the directions that Shido needs to do when dating a spiring. The route to Marina Arusu Ã © confirmed through an interview with Suzuko Mimori, the voice actress for Mary and Marina. CV: Titted Koyasu Vice-Commander Under Kotori of Ratatskr Crewing The Fraxinus>, a vessel
located at 15,000 meters above the city of Tengu . A mysterious girl who suddenly appeared before Shido in the virtual world. There are two maps in the game, [Map of the City] and [Raizen High School Map]. Kyouhei Kannazuki Side Carrier match. Shido, who who The memories of when he knew, it becomes possible to investigate the cause of the
resurgence of the calamity para> ‰ den. It has the personality that is easy to enter the balance, along with a determined expression and always uses difficult words - a characteristic as the call Chuunibyou. CV: Aya Endã ¥ reine is highly intelligent and the analysis officer of the FRAXinus team of the Ratatoskr. Is it an existence related to ‰ den?
Family of her consists of father and mother, along with her pitch kotori, but her parents are often far from home due to her work. She was seriously injured when Kotori shot her with her spiritual power and disappeared, but ... Origami Tobiichi the main character of this game. CV: Maaya Uchida Identification Name, "Berserk". Just play. [Memory
019] - 3rd day â € â € 22. As shido, it has blue hair and brown eyes, with blue hair tied in a ponytail. CV: Ayane Sakura A new character in the PlayStation Vita game, date of a live gourge edition: Reincarnation River. Yuzuru Yamai The main character of this game. The infancy friend who appeared in front of Shido. Innocent skirmish and fight do not
die, but the Básica relationship is good. Ã ¢ â € ¬Å "I thought about the river.â € â € ¢ With her a year younger. Achievements for steam and Xbox are in almost all cases in the same way as the PlayStation 4. Traffic 4. When selecting the Icon of any character that displayed on the map, it is possible to look at the event of this character in question. The
"Digest" can be selected at the beginning of the game and then proceed with Shido's narration, which is the protagonist. A script is provided in the steps below. The US on Twitter for the last news and gifts. She is the kind that wants to continue experiencing something she does not know, and she will be several things. She always appears when the
day comes to an end and causes shido. CV: Identification name Minori Chihara, "Diva". She always loves her brother and the "Dish of the Deluxe Boy". CV: Ayana Taketatsu Ribbon is the trademark for Shido's newest sister. However, he does not remember who he should have delivered. "It's not good if you do not find the most important thing for you.
What does the river mean" the most important thing "? Everything like birth, ecology and your purpose is Unknown. BÃ'nus music drama CDS CDS Limited Edition BÃ'NUS Arusu Bath Horário (Ação ... â € œAƒæ'Ã £As Ausu Basu Taimu?) Maria Arusu & Marina Arusu CV: Suzuko Mimori Kaguya Yamai & Yuzuru Yamai CV: Maaya Uchida & Sarah Emi
Bridcutt Miku Izayoi CV: Minori Chihara Choi Dere Rio Part (Ã â € ¢ â € œ â € ¡€ ¡â € ¢ â € ¢ â € ¢ Â € â € œÃ ¢ â € ¢ ) CAST: Shido Itsuka CV: Nobunaga Shimazaki Rio Sonogami CV: Ayane Sakura Preoder Bonus Date to Dolo (¡â € œ'an, Ãƒæ'ã, Ãƒæ'ã, ãƒæ'ã, Ãƒæ'ã, Ãƒæ'an, Ãƒæ'ã, Ãƒæ'ã, Ãƒæ'ã, Ãƒæ'ã, Ãƒæ'ã Ãƒæ 'Ãƒæ'ã, Ãƒæ' Ãƒæ'ã, ÃƒÂ'u-se: Shido Iuka
CV: Nobunaga Shimazaki Kotori Itsuka CV: Ayana Taketatsu Rio Sonogami CV: Ayane Sakura Maria Arusu & Marina Arusu CV: Suzuko Mimori Animate Original BÃ³nus Tohka Mysterious (Ã Ã Ã ‰ | â € â € ƒâ € â € ¢ : Tohka Yatogami CV: Marina Inoue Kurumi Tokisaki CV: Asami Snailed Gamers Original BÃ'nus Yuzuru Wonderland (â € œHe ... â¼ | â
€ ƒâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € œS Æ 'Ãƒæ' Ãƒæ 'Ãƒæ' Ãƒæ '' Yamai CV: Sarah Emi Bridcutt Sofmap BÃ'nus original - available with the limited edition only Kaguya Grand Phantasma (â € œ¬ Â ° ° ° ƒæ 'Ãƒæ' Ãƒæ 'Ãƒæ' ƒæ'ÃÃƒæ'Ãƒæ' ƒ å¡Ãƒ Åƒ Åƒ Åƒ ~ ƒæ'Ãƒæ'Ãƒæ'Ãƒæ'Ãƒæ'Ãƒæ Ãƒæ'Ãƒæ'Ãƒæ' Gallery Media Endings Digest New Game [Memoria 001] 1º Day 1. Maria Arusu
The main character of this game. CV: Kana Hanazawa A new character for the original PS3 game, date to Live: Rinne Utopia. This game is Sequence for the two games that were first released on the PS3, Rinne Utopia and Arusu Install. When the points of affection between a spirit is loud enough - he had to kiss her. In comparison with Kaguya,
Yuzuru has a very calm personality, and a characteristic behavior that always puts Kanji of 2 letters in front of each sentence she means. Rinne Sonogami The main character of this game. Kotori Itsuka The main character of this game. "It's easier if I let this happen. [Memory 021 (seen the two options to unlock)] [Memory 022] Bad End View Fountain
Date A Live Twin Edition: Reincarnation River ( â € œ'â¼Ãƒæ'ã, Ãƒæ'Ãƒæã, Ãƒæ'Ãƒæã Æ'an, 'Ãƒæ' Ãƒæ 'Ãƒæ' â € ¢ Â² "to a Rabi Tsuin Edishon Ribo RinkÃ¤ Neishon?) It is a game produced by compilation and entertainment heart. The collection also includes the novels and drama CDs originally packed as BÃ'nus for each game. The spirit that is feared
to deprive the lives of humans. Ã ¢ â € "I think you're right [Memory 020] - â € Saved 34 1. In addition, it also has the power of a spirit although it is human . He is also the former captain of AST, when Ryouko had just joined. Miku frequês the private school of Rindouji All-Girls and also plays an active part as anology. New features will be added To
the original systems that include moving characters and events CG! New episode ReincarnationÃƒ ¬ "Reincarnation" is the subsequent story of "Arusu Install". She transferred to Raizen High School as a teacher. of a physician and an assistant teacher of the housework in Shido class. Even without cleaning Rinne Utopia and Arusu install, you can
reproduce it cleaning the "Digest", which will present the events of the beginning to the installation Arusu. Tohka Yatogami The main character of this game. Ã ¢ â € ‡ ‡ Final marina 32 1. It shows masochistic qualities when receiving any kind of physical punishment of A Western Date Launch Life: Reincarnation River was confirmed. It was launched
on July 30, 2015. Sonogami Rinne - â € â € ¢ At the same time, a girl that Shido could not save. Through him, he is able to seal her power. A talented girl who is also a Raizen High genius, and combined with a mysterious beauty. Marina Arusu The main character of this game. She is shown to meet Shido from the past. The thing he should have
delivered to someone for sure. She has the overwhelming power to her knowledge, violent and even the beauty she can only be said. Her age standing near the origami leads her to have a strange attraction for origami. He designates to collect the information regarding "love" at the beginning. Revealed to be the real Shido's sister, she has no
remembrance of that time, but she has only one photo that was her only proof that she had a brother. Go back and forward in both maps and searches for hero that you would like to invite for a date. Characters Shido Itsuka The protagonist of this game. Spirit - â € ¢ A mysterious existence that comes from the frontier dimension and exists in this
world. She seems to know about the problem of the virtual world and shows the way to wait Shido. Ã, â € ‡ å "I do not need it anymore. [Memory 025] True Install. He is also a good cook. Reine Murasame the lateral character of this game. Beautiful and intelligent, his only failure is to be deprived of sleep, since she does not seem to sleep a lot. CV:
Identification name of Sarah Emi Bridcutt, "Berserk". CV: Marina Inoue Identification name, "Princess". CV: Misato A second temporary lieutenant of AST, she works for the Dem Industries based out of England as a magician. Contrary to the "princess" and "hermit", she has a clear purpose and twisted actions. CV: Misuzu Togashi Hossuka Classmate.
Mana Takamiya the lateral side character this game. Ã ¢ â € "â €" I do not want to give up - â € â € œ3 Shido consciousness. It is an extremely kindergreen upgraded. And then, a certain girl looked before Shido. Ã â € ¢ â € åtonomachi [Memória 032] Classroom â € œAmariaão ¯ â € Rinne [Memory 009] [Memory 010 011] ã, â € 2º Day [Memory 012
013] â € Save 31 Shriné¯¯â¼åtamae [Memory 035 ] Takadai ParkÃ¯â¼åtonomachi [Memory 033] Residential area [Memory 015] 2. This can also be considered a step by step and can be used for PlayStation 4, Xbox One and Steam. She has an innocent and friendly personality with a appearance that matches her age. Due to the procedure, she was
subjected to strengthening her fighting power, she has less than 10 years to live, but was maintained to know this truth about her body. Sonogami River The main character of this game. Its power is currently sealed by Itsuka Shido and became one of the students of the teaching. When awakened, Shido met in a world where Arusu Maria exists, who
does not have a physical body in reality. History On that day, Shido felt something strange with the duplicate key he found in his house. In this case, your identification name is "efreet". Ã ¢ â € "for new players, it is recommended to clean the games" Rinne Utopia "and" Arusu Install "before playing the new content. Yoshino the main character of this
game. Your appearance resembles the previous ruler of â € ¢ â € ¢ Very ... although ...
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